Historic and recent events contribute to the disease dynamics of Beijing-like Mycobacterium tuberculosis isolates in a high incidence region.
A retrospective study in an urban setting with a high tuberculosis incidence. To study the molecular epidemiology and disease dynamics of a prevalent Mycobacterium tuberculosis strain family, F29, a subset of the Beijing strains. Multi-locus DNA fingerprinting and genomic analysis was used to characterise F29 isolates. Demographic and molecular epidemiologic data were correlated with those of other isolates from the setting. The geographic locations of five F29 strain clusters were plotted using a geographic information system (GIS) and an index for geographic distribution was calculated. Their cumulative temporal occurrence was also plotted. The genomic similarity of F29 to the Beijing-strains was confirmed. A high degree of clustering predicted high disease transmission. Spatial distribution was mostly widespread except for one cluster. Smaller foci of transmission were observed. The temporal spread showed ongoing transmission. F29 belongs to the Beijing strain group. The prevalence and high degree of strain clustering, with limited geographic clustering, indicates that F29 strains are endemic in the study community. However, recent epidemiologic events also contributed to the disease spread. The combination of molecular epidemiologic, spatial and temporal data has enhanced our understanding of the disease dynamics of Beijing strains in our study community.